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Abstract

ADAPTATION OF GREEN PROTEORHODOPSIN TO 

CHANGES IN MEMBRANE LIPID COMPOSITION 

Rachel E. Brown        Advisors: Dr. V. Ladizhansky 
University of Guelph, 2018                Dr. L. Brown  

The protein studied in this thesis is Proteorhodopsin (PR), which is linked to 

starvation states in marine bacteria. This work examines PR membrane system stability 
using FTIR. The stable membrane systems, found using FTIR, are further examined 
using multiple methodologies. The findings show lipid loss over time for PR membrane 
systems that contained only PC lipids or a DOPC/DOPS mixture. Lipid systems 
containing DOPE/DOPG were found to be stable and were compared to systems 
containing DMPC/DMPA in further experiments. These systems mimic the changes 
involved in the transition from non-starvation to starvation state, suggesting DMPC/
DMPA as a suitable native membrane model for structural study of PR. Photocycle and 
titration experiments provide evidence of a shift in the pKa of D97 (DMPC/DMPA PR 
6.6, DOPE/DOPG PR 7.5). CANCO experiments showed minimal changes in 
observable residues, however further NMR studies are required for full evaluation.
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Chapter 1: Introduction 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1.1 Lipid Protein Interactions


1.1.1 Membranes


	 Membranes are used in biology to define the space of the cell. The membrane encases 
all the substances required for life, and the surface is used to interact with the outside world. 
Everything on the interior of the space defined by the membrane is directed by proteins 
transcribed by the genetic material. The membrane defines a living being as being separate 
from another. Biological membrane systems are made up of phospholipids, integral membrane 
proteins, glycolipids, sphingolipids, phosphoglycerides, surface membrane proteins, sterols 
such as cholesterol, and many lipid-soluble components such as vitamin E. Different 
membranes have different thicknesses, which is dependent on acyl chain length, level of 
saturation, temperature, hydration, and cholesterol concentration [10][12][13]. Lipids in natural 
membranes have a non-random and non-symmetric distribution, whereas synthetic 
membranes used in NMR studies are symmetric and randomly distributed [12]. This is due to 
the fact that cells have many systems that maintain membrane properties over a wide range of 
environmental conditions in order to maintain homeostasis. How the cells are able to 
accomplish this is of particular interest when studying membrane systems. 

	 Membranes can be characterized primarily by phase, polarity, and free energy. They 
take on different phases depending on temperature, pressure, and level of disorder [25]. The 
temperature at which lipids in a membrane transition from one phase to another is also 
dependent on the geometry of the lipids in the membrane. There exist both conical and 
cylindrical lipids, that when mixed, must maintain a flat bilayer to be able to be biologically 
useful as a cell barrier. The amount of curvature and induced stress in the membrane is a 
property that the cell is able to control by changing the proportions of lipids with different 
geometry. The gel phase is more ordered and rigid, and saturated lipids tend to be in this 
phase at room temperature. This is because their cylindrical shape allows them to pack tightly 
against each other in a highly regular order. Any lipids below their transition temperature will 
exist in this phase. The liquid-crystalline phase is more disordered, and therefore will be 
reached by lipids existing at temperatures above the transition temperature. The optimal phase 
for proteins is the liquid crystalline phase, which has just enough flexibility and fluidity to allow 
for conformational changes of the membrane proteins [12][13]. A certain amount of cylindrical-
shaped lipids is also needed in order to keep the bilayer sufficiently flat to accommodate the 
protein. 
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	 The hydrophobicity along a cross section from the inside to the outside of a natural 
membrane is not a sharp transition from hydrophilic to lipophilic and back again, but a gradual 
transition [12]. While this is true for any membrane, the depth in the membrane required to 
reach a a purely hydrophobic section is dependent on the level of hydration [13]. This effect is 
seen less in saturated membranes, as the tight packing of saturated lipids prevents water from 
partially penetrating into the outer layer of the bilayer. This can be compensated by adding 
unsaturated lipids, disordering the lipids sufficiently, and allowing a certain amount of water to 
penetrate deeper into the membrane [13]. Another factor that affects water penetration is the 
headgroup [9]. Different headgroups on the lipids allow more or less water interaction deeper in 
the membrane, depending on its hydrogen bonding capabilities [9]. It is unknown if the cell 
controls this property in vivo, or what sort of effect it could have on living cells.  

1.1.2 Proteins in Membranes 


Transmembrane (TM) proteins have a core made up almost completely of hydrophobic 
residues. This core has favourable interactions with the lipid membrane. As a result, the 
membrane acts as a solvent for TM proteins. These proteins make up 20-80% of natural 
membranes by mass [12]. They usually have a hydrophobic thickness that is well matched to 
the thickness of the membrane [9][10][12]. Evolutionarily, it is assumed that both the membrane 
and the proteins evolve together, thus suiting each other for function. Thus, comparing the 
protein back to its specific native system is key to understanding why a certain protein has 
evolved to the form it currently has. Any other membrane system could have effects on 
structure and function that are unforeseen unless tested explicitly. 

	 While in the membrane, the lipids have to be packed tightly against the protein in order 
to maintain a hydrophobic barrier. The surface of a protein is described as "rough" [12], which 
in this context means that the surface is not flat and has many grooves and bumps - see Figure 
1. This means that the acyl chains of the lipids have to contort to achieve enough contact with 
the surface [12]. Lipids directly adjacent to the protein create a shell around it called the 
annulus [9][10][12]. Lipids move in and out of the annulus quickly, averaging out the 
environment acting on the lipid [9][10]. This means that any effect of the protein on any 
individual lipid is transient, and can mostly be ignored, but the effect of the lipids on the protein 
is more significant [10][9]. This creates a unique environment for each protein, which is almost 
isolated from the rest of the bilayer.
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	 Thus, it is easy to see how a mixed bilayer could accommodate a wide variety of 
proteins with different thicknesses, simply by having a wide variety of lipid lengths in the 
membrane. Proteins can move around in the membrane and collect in its annulus lipids with 
favourable characteristics, and thus isolate themselves from the average properties of the 
membrane. The balance would be delicate, and the concentration of that lipid would have to 
be over a certain threshold to accommodate more proteins. As a result, the lipids in the annular 
shell are likely to be the ones that interact more-strongly with the protein than others, but less 
so than actual cofactors (molecules that are required for protein function). 

There also exist non-annular lipids, which are lipids that are bound to the protein and 
affect structure or function [10]. They behave as substrates and cofactors normally would in 
soluble proteins, and these lipids tend to be found between alpha helices and at protein-
protein interfaces [10]. Non-annular lipids are tightly bound to the protein and can be seen in 
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Figure 1: The surface of the bacteriorhodopsin molecule showing different bound lipids 
molecules. Reproduced from [10] with permission from Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA) - 
Biomembranes



structures produced by x-ray crystallography and other methods of structure determination [9]
[10]. These lipids are highlighted in green and red in Figure 1. 

In the membrane, alpha-helical protein topology is defined by a “positive inside” rule, 
where the protein has more Arg and Lys residues on the cytosolic side of the membrane than 
on the extracellular side [13]. This is how the cell orients its proteins in the membrane. 

1.1.3 Hydrophobic Mismatch 


Evolution has led to a situation in which the proteins in the membrane have evolved to 
have a hydrophobic thickness that matches the thickness of the membrane in order to achieve 
lower free energy. Since natural membranes can accommodate proteins of a variety of 
hydrophobic core thicknesses [13], it can be assumed that some form of change occurs when 
the bilayer thickness does not match the transmembrane thickness of the protein. Tryptophan 
and tyrosine residues, known to mark the transmembrane region of the protein, have been 
shown to continue to coincide with bilayer thickness, regardless of acyl chain length [9]. The 
proteins hydrophobic core region and the bilayer thickness do not always match. The situation 
when this occurs is termed "hydrophobic mismatch". In this case, many outcomes are 
predicted: 


	 1.	 Lipids contort in some way (stretch or collapse) to match protein [9][10][12][13]


	 2.	 Helices tilt [9][10]


	 3.	 Large flat residues such as tryptophan rotate to accommodate change [9][10] 


	 4.	 Proteins aggregate [9][10]


	 5.	 Proteins increase or decrease their alpha-helical content (mechanism unknown) [18] 


	 6.	 Protein is excluded from the bilayer or non-bilayer phases are formed (extreme cases) 
[9][12] 


There are two main theories about hydrophobic mismatch: one states that only the lipids 
change to compensate, whereas the other suggests that the protein changes its shape or 
conformation to compensate as well. In both theories, only lipids in the annulus will be affected 
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[9][10] and proteins may aggregate to compensate some of the energy. Any change in the 
protein would be expected to be structural, and since structure is the source of function, it can 
be expected to have some sort of effect on activity. This effect is dependent on the protein 
itself, and how its function relates to its structure [9]. 


Some of the current evidence [12] suggests that most proteins (such as beta barrels) are rigid 
and all compensation for the hydrophobic mismatch is done by the lipids. All bilayers are 
100-1000 times softer than proteins and are therefore more likely to adjust in various ways, as 
seen in Figure 2 [12]. Since the acyl chains are fairly flexible and can rotate around each bond, 
lipids can take on different string-like shapes to thin out the bilayer. This accounts for the 
shrinking of the bilayer, but the lipids may also be able to stretch to fit the protein. The covalent 
bonds in proteins are reinforced by the secondary structural bonds and inter-helical contacts, 
whereas lipids have no such support for their structure. The tight packing in unsaturated 
systems does not allow for rotations around carbon-carbon bonds, but unsaturated lipids 
already disrupt this packing by being kinked, which allows for more possible conformations. 
Therefore, unsaturated acyl chains could rotate back after their double bonds to a more linear 
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Figure 2: How lipids may contort to minimize hydrophobic mismatch. (a) Normal bilayer 
with no hydrophobic mismatch. (b) The membrane protein has a larger hydrophobic thickness 
than the membrane. (c) The membrane protein has a smaller hydrophobic thickness than the 
membrane. Reproduced from [12] with permission from Annual Reviews



geometry (instead of a kinked geometry) to increase their length, or can double-back along 
their length to become shorter. 


	 On the other hand, there is also evidence to suggest that proteins do change in some 
way to match the bilayer [9][10]. Deuterium NMR experiments showed that mismatch had only 
a small effect on membrane thickness, and therefore proteins have to make up the rest of the 
energy [10]. This could be due to the fact that lipid changes would be local, and may have 
been missed in this particular experiment. Other evidence showed change in activity of Ca2+-
ATPase and diacylglycerol kinase with change in membrane thickness, with highest activity at 
C18 [9]. If proteins do shift in shape, a certain amount of activity change is expected, and 
therefore this is evidence that proteins do indeed change in some way to make up for 
mismatch. This could be due to conformation shift, as was seen with rhodopsin, which 
increases its MII/MI conformation ratio in response to an increase in bilayer thickness [9]. 


	 Binding constant calculations of associated lipids are another way of exploring whether 
the protein changes in membranes of different thickness. If the interaction energy between the 
protein and the lipids is modelled by assuming the protein does not change in any way, and the 
results are then compared to experimentally acquired binding constants of lipids with the same 
protein, it can be seen whether the model fits the data. If they match, then the proteins do not 
change, and the compensation is completely achieved by the lipids. If they do not match, there 
is something missing in our model. Fatal and Ben-Shual [10] completed this calculation on the 

proteins KcsA, MscL and Ca2+—ATPase, and predicted binding constants that were higher 

than seen experimentally [10][9]. This means that there is some other method the protein is 
using to minimize the energy of the system imposed by the mismatch, beyond the 
compensation achieved by the lipids. All this provides additional evidence for the theory that 
proteins change in some way to match the lipid bilayer. 
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1.2 Proteorhodopsin


	 Proteorhodopsin (PR) is a 7-alpha helical membrane protein that pumps protons across 
the plasma membrane in bacteria. It is a homolog of bacteriorhodopsin (BR), which is a proton 
pump found in Archaea and shares many of its properties, including its retinal chromophore 
and similar photocycle [28]. PR has been discovered using metagenomics analysis of marine 
samples [8]. The study that has discovered PR has sequenced DNA of ocean samples in large 
chunks, so the DNA sequence obtained for many of the species in the study is incomplete [21]. 
However, the proteorhodopsin gene has been cloned into E. coli, and the gene was successful 
in producing a functional protein [21]. Its homologs have been subsequently found in many 
species in the marine and freshwater environments in all three domains of life [22]; however, its 
expression levels remain mostly unknown. There are some terrestrial species that have also 
been found to express a gene that has similar properties to PR; however, most studies restrict 
their discussions to  the context of marine and freshwater life.


	 The specific protein used in this study is known as Green-absorbing PR (GPR), as it is 
the variant of PR studied in our lab. The genome from which it was extracted has not been fully 
sequenced and the bacteria has never been cultured.  The only information about the 
biological origin of GPR is that it comes from a marine bacterial cluster of Gamma-
proteobacteria known as SAR86 [8]. This species cluster is found in the first 50 m of the ocean. 


	 PR is able to augment already existing respiration pathways found in bacteria, both 
aerobic and anaerobic [20][26]. Respiration pathways control the flow of protons in the 
periplasm and are found in both gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria in the plasma 
membrane (inner membrane for gram-negative bacteria) [20], and this is where PR is known to 
reside [26]. PR is not a self-contained system, and requires gene products that utilize a proton 
gradient to already exist within the genome [26]. The electron transport chains of bacteria vary 
with species [20]. The usefulness of PR is that it can fit into any of these systems and produce 
a proton gradient even under carbon starvation conditions, which frees up carbon resources 
for biosynthesis [7][26]. Even if PR is not strictly in the respiration pathway, their proton-
pumping ability overlaps with it, and would change the balance of proton control in these 
systems. 

	 Contrary to normal bacterial genome function where systems are regulated and 
transcribed together [19], PR genes are far away on the genome from any sort of system that 
may be able to utilize its proton-pumping abilities [29]. Genes near the PR gene that are 
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required for function (the authors of [29] suggest it is also required for gene transfer) include a 
system for retinal biosynthesis [29], but does not include any sort of ATPase or genes of 
proteins that require a proton gradient. This further supports the role of PR as a backup 
energy-generating system, only transcribed during starvation conditions [26].


	 PR and its family members have been the subject of several biophysics studies [8][17]
[22][28][30][31][32][33][34][35][36]. Members of this family absorb light at different wavelengths 
depending on the proton transfer step the protein is currently in [17][22]. The complete 
sequence of proton transfer steps and a return to the ground state is known as the photocycle 
[28]. The states are known as ground state (520 nm), K intermediate (560 nm), M1 intermediate 
(410 nm), M2 intermediate (410 nm), O intermediate (580 nm), and N intermediate (530 nm), as 
seen in Figure 3. Retinal isomerisation after absorbing a photon forces PR to take on the K 
intermediate. The proton is then transferred from the Schiff base to the main proton acceptor 
and takes on the M intermediate, which has 2 substates. The Schiff base is then reprotonated 
and takes on the O or N intermediates. The retinal then isomerizes back to the trans 
configuration and takes on the ground state. Changes to the decay constants and amplitude of 
these states indicate a difference in function. 
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Figure 3: Photocycle of PR as described by Lindholm et al (2015) Reproduced from [30] with 
permission from Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA) - Bioenergetics




	 PR shares many properties with its homolog, BR, but one of the peculiar properties of 
PR compared to BR is that it has an unusually high pKa of pH 7.6 of the main proton acceptor  
(D97 in GPR) [28]. In fact, it is only when the pH is above this pKa that the photocycle of PR 
resembles that found in BR (with some exceptions) [28]. It is postulated that this high pKa is a 
regulatory mechanism, as this pKa may be detrimental to proton pumping efficiency under 
some conditions [27][28].


Several studies have been conducted on the effect of lipids on the dynamics of PR [14]

[15][16]. These were done either in detergent or nanodiscs, but not in liposomes. A study by 
Lindholm et al. [17] explored the effects of lipids on the photo cycle of PR in different systems. 
This study has shown that different lipids between size 14-20 carbons long have little effect on 
the photo cycle [17]. However, the stability of the system has never been tested. Investigating 
the detailed effect of lipids on the structure of PR in a more native environment can 
complement this information and give a clearer picture of the effects of membrane properties 
on the protein.


1.3 Marine Bacteria


	 Marine microbiota are difficult to study as they are difficult to culture, and they all look 
quite similar, physically and genetically [21]. The ocean environment has a very large amount of 
gene flow that spans the oceans [21]. Gene transfer can occur across even the domains of life, 
making the tree of life look more like a web of life [21]. It has been argued that the tree of life 
model is not a valuable representation for marine species.


	 In order to overcome this problem, metagenomics studies use a section of ribosomal 
RNA called 16S to categorize each species [21]. 16S is a section of rRNA that is highly 
dependant on secondary structure for function, and its function is vital for life. This property 
places this part of the genome under strong selection pressure which causes the genome to 
evolve very slowly.  As a result, it has been declared a reasonable barcode for species and has 
been used to create phylogenetic trees of DNA fragments found in ocean samples [21]. It has 
been found that some 16S sections can gene transfer to other organisms [21], so in order to be 
completely certain of the species, it must be cultured first.


	 There are a few characteristics of the cultured marine bacterial species that are relevant 
to this study. The membrane system composition in bacteria is dependent on three 
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environmental conditions: temperature, pressure and starvation [2][3][4][5][9][10][12][13][25]. 
These changes in membrane properties are directly relevant to PR studies because SAR86 
bacteria are found primarily in the first 50 m of the ocean surface, and exhibits increased 
expression under both phosphorus and carbon starvation conditions [7]. 

	 

	 The phase transition of a membrane from gel phase to liquid-crystalline phase or vice 
versa is dependent on both temperature and pressure [2][25]. Living cells have various proteins 
whose function is to maintain a liquid-crystalline state under a wide range of environmental 
conditions. The gel phase is similar to being frozen, and does not contain enough fluidity for 
movement of membrane proteins. Under low temperature and varied pressure, marine bacteria 
have been shown to decrease saturation of their fatty acids in response to increasing pressure 
[2]. This effect has been shown to be similar to the effect of temperature under constant 
pressure [2]. However, there are other ways beyond unsaturation to increase fluidity and 
disorder in a membrane. 

	 Marine bacteria are known to go into a dormant phase under starvation conditions. This 
phase is characterized by bacteria becoming more spherical, decreasing in size, and producing 
significantly less ATP. There is limited information on different bacterial membrane 
rearrangements in response to carbon starvation conditions in marine bacteria. By comparing 
what is known about marine bacterial carbon starvation membrane rearrangements (even from 
bacteria not from the same family as SAR86), and comparing this to various other terrestrial 
species, a general starvation strategy can be estimated. It has been shown that the marine 
species Vibrio sp. (Ant-300) undergoes a decrease in long unsaturated fatty acids (18:1), and 
an increase in saturated short chain fatty acids (14:0) in the membrane under starvation 
conditions [3]. This increase of short chain fatty acids increases the disorder among longer 
saturated chains, which maintains the fluidity of the membrane even when decreasing the 
amount of longer unsaturated chains [3]. It has also been shown that the observed headgroups 
of the lipid membrane change in proportion, decreasing the number of PE headgroups in 
favour of some unknown headgroup [3], and decreasing in overall charge to favour biofilms. 
Another marine species known as CNPT-3 has shown similar modifications under starvation 
conditions [6]. Studies in the food processing industry and in sediment microbiology show 
similar changes in bacterial fatty acid morphology under starvation conditions, where the 
saturation increases and membrane thickness decreases [4][5]. All the above evidence 
suggests that this type of starvation morphology of the membrane may be a general strategy 
used by many species of bacteria.
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1.4 Rationale for Our Experiment


	 The original rationale for this experiment has changed a few times since its inception. 
The goal was to study the effects of membrane hydrophobic mismatch on a typical membrane 
protein that we already had some data for using SSNMR. As the studies continued, it was 
obvious that PR is not stable in different membrane systems as originally thought, and so it 
took several steps to find a second stable system. This stable system turned out to be largely 
unrelated to the original. We had started with DMPC/DMPA (9:1 w/w), saturated 14:0 fatty acid 
tails connected to phosphatidylcholine (PC) and Phosphatidic acid (PA) headgroups, and 
ended with DOPE/DOPG (7:3 w/w), unsaturated 18:1 delta 9 fatty acids with 
Phosphatidylethanolanime (PE) and Phosphatidylglycerol (PG) headgroups. Because the 
system does not contain the same headgroups, level of saturation, geometry of lipids, or 
overall membrane charge, the study can no longer be a simple examination of the difference of 
fatty acid chain length, and became a study on the effects of different stable membrane 
systems on GPR.
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2.1 Production of GPR


	 E. coli is a popular means of protein expression, and has been studied for many 
decades. By transforming the cells with a plasmid containing the gene, the protein can be 
produced and purified. The protocol used here has been used for the last decade in our lab for 
studying the structure of membrane proteins [5][6]. Lists of the contents of each buffer will be 
listed at the end of this section. 


2.1.1 Growth


	 1 L M9 minimal media (6g Na2HPO4, 3g KH2PO4, 1g NH4Cl, and 0.5g NaCl in 1 L) was 
autoclaved on liquid cycle and allowed to cool for 4 hours. Unlabeled NH4Cl was used for 
natural abundance GPR, and 15N NH4Cl was used for UCN labeled GPR. Filtered salts MgSO4 

(1 mL of 1 M), CaCl2 (100 µL of 1 M)  and trace metals (500 µL) were added. 25 mL of this 
media was aliquoted to a 250-mL baffled flask. 100x BME vitamin solution (0.25 mL), Amp (25 
µL) and Chl (25 µL) were added to the flask. Amp and Chl are antibiotics that transformed E. 

coli are immune to, and therefore remove any unwanted bacterial growth. Glucose solution (0.5 
mL of 20% w/w) was added to the flask. Unlabeled glucose was used for the production of 
natural abundance GPR, 13C labeled glucose was used for UCN GPR. 2 mL of this media was 
aliquoted to a test tube and inoculated with 20 µl of E. coli BL21 cells that had previously been 
transformed with a His-Tagged GPR gene on a pKJ900 plasmid [18]. This test tube was left in a 
shaker at an angle at 275 rpm, 30ºC for 24 hrs. The 2 mL of grown cells were used to inoculate 

the media in the 250-mL flask, and left in the shaker for 15 h at 275 rpm, and 30ºC.

	 100x BME vitamin solution (9.75 mL), Amp (975 µl) and Chl (975 µl) were added to the 
flask. Glucose solution (19.5 mL of 20% w/w) was added to the 1L flask. Unlabeled glucose 
was used for natural abundance GPR, 13C labeled glucose was used for UCN GPR. The 250 
mL flask media was used to inoculate the 1L media to an optical density of 0.1 at 600 nm. The 
cells were allowed to grow for 3 h in the shaker at 275 rpm, and 30ºC. Once the cells got to 
0.3-0.4 OD at 600 nm, the cells were induced using IPTG, and Retinal (final concentration of 
7.5 µM)  was added. The cells were then left for 21 h at 275 rpm, and 30ºC.
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	 The cells were collected by centrifugation and washed with 150 mM NaCl. The cells 
were resuspended in 40 mL lysis buffer with DNAse and lysozyme, and left vibrating at 400 
rpm for 3 h. The tubes were then frozen at -20ºC overnight. 


2.1.2 Purification


	 Cells were thawed in a warm water bath. Cells were sonicated (Fisher Sonic 
Dismembrator Model 500) 5 times at 25% intensity for 2:30 min in 30-second intervals with 1 
min pauses in between, while on ice. The cells were tested for breakdown using centrifugation 
at 2400 xg for 10 min. If the breakdown was not sufficient, the process was repeated. The 
broken cells were then ultracentrifuged at 150,000 xg, for 50 min at 4ºC, and each pellet was 
extracted, collected and resuspended in 135 mL of solubilization buffer with 2% Triton. The cell 
fragments were left stirring for 22.5 h at 4ºC.

	 Insoluble debris was removed from solution by ultracentrifugation at 150,000 xg for 50 
min at 4ºC. The supernatant was collected, and an absorption spectrum was collected to 
estimate protein content using the GPR retinal peak around 520 nm and the extinction 
coefficient of GPR (0.6 M-1cm-1). The amount of nickel chromatography resin required was 
estimated using the protein concentration estimate and the binding capacity of resin for PR. 
Resin was washed with 150 mM NaCl solution, collected with binding buffer, and added to the 
protein solution. The protein solution was left to stir for 18 h at 4ºC. 

	 The protein solution was added to a reusable chromatography column, and washed 
with washing buffer with 0.05% Triton until an absorption spectrum shows low triton levels, 
then washing buffer with 0.05% DDM (n-Dodecyl β-D-maltoside) was used to remove the last 
of the Triton. The protein was released from the resin using elution buffer. The sample was 
concentrated using an Amicon Ultra 15-mL centrifugal filter tube and centrifugation at 2400 xg. 
The sample was washed with reconstitution buffer, and the sample was collected in 3 mL of 
reconstitution buffer. The sample was centrifuged at 30000 xg for 30 min at 4ºC to remove any 
debris or aggregated sample. The sample volume was estimated by pipette, and an absorption 
spectrum was taken to determine concentration and purity. Purity was determined by 
comparing the intensity of the protein peak (280 nm) to the PR retinal peak (520 nm), and a 
ratio of 2:1 protein:retinal depicts purity. 
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2.1.3 Reconstitution


	 Lipids were mixed at required ratios and collected in reconstitution buffer at 11.1 mg/
mL. This lipid suspension was added, at the specified protein to lipid ratio by weight, and triton 
was added to a final concentration of 0.8 mg/mL. This mixture was diluted using reconstitution 
buffer until the protein was at an optical density of 3.74 (at 520 nm) and mixed overnight at 
4ºC. 1 mg/mL Biobeads were added to the solution, and was nutated on the Orbitron Rotator 
for 24 h. Solution was removed from the Biobeads using a NMR buffer, a glass pipette and a 
27G needle. The sample was collected using centrifugation 150,000 xg for 50 min at 4ºC. Pellet 
was collected using NMR buffer and transferred to a 1.5 mL ultracentrifuge tube. The sample 
was centrifuged at 300 000 xg for 15 min and the supernatant was removed. The process was 
repeated until all the sample was collected in the 1.5 mL ultracentrifuge tube. This sample was 
then used to either run FTIR stability tests, make acrylamide gels or continued to be 
centrifuged until the bulk water is removed, and then used to fill an NMR rotor. 


2.1.4 Buffers


Lysis Buffer 
pH 7.2

Elution 
Buffer 
pH 8

Solubilizatio
n Buffer 
pH 7.5

Reconstituti
on Buffer 
pH 8

Binding 
Buffer 
pH 8

Washing 
Buffer 
pH 8

NMR Buffer 
pH 9

0.15 M NaCl 0.3 M NaCl 5 mM NaCl 3 M NaCl 0.3 M NaCl 10 mM NaCl

0.05 M Tris 0.05 M Tris 5 mM Tris 10 mM Tris 0.5 M Tris 0.05 M Tris

0.05% DDM 2% Triton 0.05% DDM 0.05% DDM 0.05% Triton 
or DDM

1 mM MgCl2 0.5 M 
Imidazole

40 mM 
Imidazole

24 mM 
CHES

0.2 mg/mL 
Lysozyme

2 � g/mL 
DNAse 1

μ
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2.2 Titration Curve 

	 Purified green proteorhodopsin (GPR) was reconstituted into 9:1 DMPC:DMPA at a P:L 
of 1:2 (w/w). This sample was then used to make a protein polyacrylamide gels by adding 0.3 
mL of 33% acrylamide and 1% bis- acrylamide solutions, 2.4 μL of 10% ammonium persulfate, 
and 3 μL of N,N,N′,N′-tetramethylethylenediamine. The gels were washed with deionized water 
for 4 hours. A buffer containing MES (50 mM), HEPES (50 mM), CHES (50 mM), CAPS (50 mM), 
and NaCl (100 mM) was made and split into 12 equal parts, each of which had its pH set to a 
different value on a scale of 5.5 to 11 by steps of 0.5 pH units. The gel was incubated in one of 
these buffers for 1 hour, and then an absorbance spectrum was taken. The scattering was 
removed from the spectrum by modelling the scattering as a straight line from trough to trough, 
and subtracting it from the data. The location of the maximum was then determined. This 
process was repeated for each buffer. The data was fitted to a standard titration curve:


!  

where A represents the pKa, and B and C are modified to fit the dataset [9]. The final titration 
curve shows the titration of D97 in the sample [9]. 

	 The process was repeated with green proteorhodopsin reconstituted into 7:3 
DOPE:DOPG at a P:L of 1:2 (w/w). 

f1(x) = − B ( 1
10A−x + 1 ) + C
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2.3 FTIR


	 Chemical bonds undergo various vibrations, and these vibrations can absorb light in the 
infrared range. Most of these vibrations can be characterized by their absorption wavelength 
and the bond type [4]. For instance, backbone C=O vibrations absorb at a wavenumber from 
1600-1700 cm-1 (known as Amide 1), and C-N vibrations coupled to N-H vibrations absorb at 
wavelengths between 1510-1580 cm-1 (known as amide 2) [3]. Changes in hydrogen bonding 
effect these vibrations [3], and these hydrogen bonds are important for secondary structure. 
Thus these vibrations can be used to study general changes in molecule structure [1].


	 FTIR is useful as a tool for studying proteins, as it complements information gathered 
from other sources, and it is less expensive than other available methods [4]. The amount of 
sample required is fairly small (~ 10 micrograms), and it can be in any state, including as a 
membrane film.  Thus it is a straightforward way to get preliminary structural information on 
membrane proteins, which are difficult to study structurally using other methods such as NMR, 
CD, and X-ray diffraction [4]. 


	 Lipids can also be studied by FTIR, as well as combinations of proteins and lipids [2]. 
Protein to lipid ratios can be determined by integrating the lipid ester band located between 
1700-1760 cm-1 and comparing it to the integration of the amide 1 peak that corresponds to 
the C=O vibrations of the protein backbone [2]. Six or seven other lipid peaks appear between 
900-1500 cm-1, and they correspond to the tail groups and the headgroups of the lipids. 


	 Our studies here focus on proteoliposome stability, which can also be studied using this 
method. By monitoring changes in these lipid bands relative to Amide 1, we can detect 
breakdown or loss of lipid over the course of several days. In this way, FTIR may be used to 
find a membrane system that is able to remain stable for the entire course of an NMR 
experiment. 
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2.4 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy


	 Nuclei of atoms can have a non-zero angular momentum called spin, and have an 
associated magnetic moment. 1H, 13C and 15N all have spin 1/2 (2 level spin half system).  They 
are either intrinsically part of proteins, or can be introduced through isotopic labeling. The 
magnetic moments interact with external fields, as well as with each other and with electrons, 
and the strength of these interactions can be used to characterize molecular structure. The 
idea of any NMR experiment is to align the spins with a magnetic field, and then perturb them 
from equilibrium. The response of nuclear magnetic moments in the form of precession and 
relaxation is characteristic of the nuclei type.


2.4.1 NMR Experiment


	 When spin 1/2 nuclei are in an external magnetic field, the magnetic moments align with 
and against that z-axis of that field, which is known as the Zeeman effect. The radio-frequency 
(RF) pulse (time-dependent) applied to perturb the magnetic moments from this equilibrium 
must be both perpendicular to the external static magnetic field, and close to the Larmor 
frequency of the atom type one wishes to explore for the excitation to be efficient. The pulse 
rotates the selected magnetic moments (one for each atom of that type), the longer and 
stronger the pulse, the more the moment will rotate. In the x-y plane (orthogonal to the z-axis 
of the external magnetic field), the magnetic moments experience torque that causes 
precession in the x-y plane around the z-axis at a rate equal to the Larmor frequency for that 
nuclei type. They behave as rotating magnets, and thus create current in the RF coil that can 
be detected. As the magnetic moments precess, they also relax back to the z-axis of the 
external field, eventually returning to the aligned state corresponding to thermal equilibrium. 
The resulting signal is an overlap of individual contributions for each atom in the sample, as 

different atoms have different oscillation frequencies. This signal can be converted to the 
frequency domain using Fourier Transform, so that the individual frequencies of each nuclei 
can be differentiated. 


There are several interactions that affect the signal of an NMR experiment. Each of these is 
explained in the following sections.
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2.4.2 Chemical Shift


	 Chemical shifts are the frequency difference between the characteristic Larmor 
frequency of the atom, and the resulting signal from that atom in its unique environment. Each 
nucleus in a sample is shielded from perturbation by the external magnetic field by the 
electrons in its vicinity [8]. The amount of shielding depends on how many electrons are 
present, which orbitals they occupy, and the geometry of the orbitals [8]. For instance, the field 
generated by s-orbital electrons opposes the external field. This shields the nucleus, and 
causes an upfield shift compared to what would be expected for that particular nucleus 
(Larmor frequency) in the absence of electrons [8]. p-orbitals lack the symmetrical geometry of 
the s-orbitals, which deshields the nucleus and causes a downfield shift [8]. When nearby 
atoms pull or push on electrons in the area, this also shifts the amount of shielding present, 
and affects its chemical shift [8]. Thus, chemical shifts are affected by electronic environment, 
such as charge or H-bonds, and by covalent bonds and bond geometries [8]. They give 
information on any changes in structure, or changes in the protonation state. 


2.4.3 Chemical Shift Anisotropy (CSA)


	 Non-symmetric distribution of electron density, such as seen in p-orbitals, causes 
orientation-dependent changes in the chemical shift, and causes anisotropic (orientation-
dependent) line broadening [8]. In solution NMR, this effect is averaged out by fast molecular 
tumbling, which is the random motion and collisions of the molecule that occurs in solution. In 
the solid state, there is no tumbling, and the rigid form of the sample results in orientation-
dependent line broadening. This line broadening can be removed through Magic Angle 
spinning [11][12], a technique in which a sample is spun around its long axis at 54.7 degrees to 
the z-axis of the external magnetic field. This spinning removes the chemical shift anisotropy 
and produces sharp lines at the isotropic position.
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2.4.4 Dipolar Interaction


	 Nearby nuclear magnetic moments interact with one another through space, and 
produce anisotropic line broadening. This interaction in inversely proportional to the distance 
between them cubed. This means that the closer the atoms are, the stronger effect they have 
on each other.


2.4.5 J-coupling


	 The magnetic field felt by a nucleus is the combination of the magnetic field felt by a 
bonded atom, plus the shielding effects of the electron shells [8]. J-coupling effects are 
mediated by the electrons in the bonds between the nuclei [8]. These effects are relatively weak 
compared to other SSNMR interactions, and usually cause line splitting for each possible non-
redundant combination of states [8]. 


2.4.6 Magic Angle Spinning (MAS)


	 This simple system, as seen in Figure 4, allows for the anisotropic broadening to 
average out, and thus produces spectra of higher resolution. This method applies more 
pressure to the sample, which may have effects on the sample, such as shifts in the 
temperature at which the lipids change from liquid-crystalline phase to gel phase.
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Figure 4: Representation of MAS in the SSNMR experiment.
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2.4.7 Recoupling Techniques


	 CSA and dipolar interactions contain orientation-dependent structural information. MAS 
removes dipolar and CSA interactions. In order to extract the structural information contained 
in these interactions but still retain the spectral resolution in MAS, it is possible to reintroduce 
dipolar and/or CSA interactions. These interactions can be used to generate polarization 
transfers among nuclear spins.


2.4.7.1 Cross-Polarization 


	 In cross-polarization [10] two types of nuclear spins are irradiated so they satisfy the 
Hartmann-Hahn condition [13], where the difference between the RF fields is a small integer 
multiple of the spinning frequency. Furthermore, since the CO and CA carbon spins have very 
distinct chemical shifts, a transfer can be directed to one region and not the other by matching 
only one of them to the Hartmann-Hahn condition, known as SPECIFIC CP [15]. 


2.4.7.2 Chemical Shift Correlation Spectroscopy


	 As described above, chemical shifts are sensitive to many structural parameters in 
protein structures such as secondary structure, torsion angles, hydrogen bond strengths, 
charge, protonation state, and conformation. Therefore, chemical shifts can be used to monitor 
site-specific changes in proteins under different conditions, in our case, different lipid 
environments.


	 To be able to differentiate the heavily overlapped spectra that are produced by large 
proteins such as PR, multidimensional experiments are conducted. This establishes a 
correlation between nuclei that are close to each other in space. 
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2.4.8 NMR Experiments


	 The experiments used in this study include the experiment known as CANCO. The 
CANCO experiment correlates chemical shifts of backbone atoms: CO[i-1], N[i], CA[i]. The 
experiment was conducted as per Shi and Ladizhansky (2012) [7], as seen in Figure 5. 
Magnetization is produced in the hydrogens, is passed by cross-polarization to the CA region 
and is allowed to evolve for time t1. It is then transferred to N using cross-polarization and 
evolved for time t2. It is then transferred to CO, again by cross-polarization, and detected 
directly as t3. This experiment results in a spectrum with better signal to noise than other 3D 
NMR experiments, such as the NCACX, but is limited to only the backbone atoms. 
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Figure 5: Pulse program used in the 3D CANCO experiment. Here, SPINAL64 [14] and Continuous 
Wave (CW) decouple the hydrogen signals from the other signals. Solid bars represent 90-degree pulses. 
Hollow bars represent 180-degree pulses. Reproduced from [7] with permission from Springer eBook 
Copyright 2012



2.4.9 NMR Experimental Conditions 


Approximately 7.5 mg of DMPC:DMPA and 7.5 mg of DOPE:DOPG was packed in a 3.2 
mm thin wall rotor. 


Three-dimensional CANCO chemical shift correlation experiments were recorded on 
two samples of PR. The experiment on the DMPC:DMPA sample was recorded on a Bruker 
Avance III spectrometer operating at 800 MHz 1H Larmor frequency on a 3.2 mm Efree MAS 
probe at a spinning rate of 14.3 kHz, using previously published pulse sequences [7]. A total 
experiment time was 3.5 days.  The experiment on the DOPE:DOPG sample was recorded on a 
Bruker Avance III spectrometer operating at 600 MHz 1H Larmor frequency on a 3.2 mm Efree 
MAS probe at a spinning rate of 12 kHz. A total experiment time was 10 days. Total acquisition 
time for the DOPE:DOPG sample was increased to compensate for the decreased signal 
strength attributed to lower magnetic field strength and ~80% 13C-labeling. Sample 
temperature was calibrated with external references of methanol [16] and KBr [17] and was 
maintained at 5 °C in both experiments. 

	 1H/13C cross-polarization (CP) [10] of 2 ms duration with a 13C field strength of 55 kHz 
and with the proton field strength ramped linearly (10%) around the n = 2 Hartmann Hahn 
matching condition [13] was used in the CANCO experiment. 15N/13Cα band-selective CP [15] 
was performed with a 6 ms contact time with a spinlock field on 15N around 2.5×νR (νR is the 
spinning frequency) and with the carbon field intensity ramped linearly (10%) around 1.5×νR. 
The 15N/13C’ band-selective CP was performed using the same 15N lock field with the 13C field 
ramped linearly around 3.5×νR, and with the 13C carrier frequency placed at 175 ppm. 
SPINAL64 decoupling [14] with a field strength of 84 kHz was used during both the direct and 
indirect chemical shift evolution periods in all experiments. 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3.1 Membrane System Stability Experiments

	 Green Proteorhodopsin was reconstituted into various lipid environments at a 1:2 P:L  
(w/w) ratio (unless otherwise specified) and monitored using FTIR for signs of instability such as 
oxidation damage of the lipid tails, lipid loss, or lipid hydrolysis. The purpose of this experiment 
was to find a membrane system that could be used to study hydrophobic mismatch that did 
not succumb to oxidation damage over time, as this problem has been encountered in earlier 
attempts to study hydrophobic mismatch (Meaghan Ward, unpublished results). After 
reconstitution, the sample was collected and washed with milli-Q water, and an FTIR scan was 
conducted. The sample was then buffer-exchanged back to NMR buffer for storage until the 
next time point. Each buffer exchange and milli-Q wash included 2-3 applications of 
centrifugation at 300 000 xg for 15 min. Each spectrum was processed by subtracting straight 
lines piecewise from trough to trough, using Interactive Mode with Straight Lines in the FTIR 
acquisition/processing program known as OPUS, and normalized with respect to amide 1 
(1600-1700 cm-1).

	 The controls for this experiments are shown in Figure 6 A and B. Figure 6 A shows the 
membrane system currently used by our group to make NMR samples for GPR, which is a 9:1 
(w/w) mix of DMPC lipids and DMPA lipids respectively, and was reconstituted at a 1:2 (w/w) 
ratio of protein to lipid (P:L). It creates sharp spectra of predictable quality. The figure shows 
that this system is stable over time, with no signs of change in secondary structure or P:L (as 
determined by comparison of the integrals of glycerol backbone peak to the amide 1 peak as 
described in the Methods chapter), and shows no sign of oxidation damage. This membrane 
system is, however, non-native to what a typical gram-negative bacterial membrane would be 
expected to be. E. coli total extract GPR spectra are shown in Figure 6 B at different P:L for 
comparison. The system shows no difference in secondary structure, and accurate P:L can be 
obtained. All NMR assignments were obtained using DMPC:DMPA (Figure 6 A), and thus it will 
be used as the main point of comparison from this point forward as our control.

	 The first set of experiments included using 16:1, 18:1 and 20:1 PC lipids (Figures 7 A, B 
and C, respectively). This type of lipid headgroup is zwitterionic, has similar chemical 
properties to PE headgroups, but is bigger in size. The tails vary in length, as the purpose was 
to find a system that could be used to study hydrophobic mismatch.  Proper P:L were not 
obtained under the same reconstitution conditions, and spectra show lipid loss over time, as 
seen by a decrease in amplitude of the glycerol-backbone ester bonds peak (between 1800 
cm-1 and 1700 cm-1). This effect was tested several times to be certain that user error was not 
the cause of this lipid loss. The systems were also tested to see if centrifugation was the cause 
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of this lipid loss; however, multiple centrifugations on the same day were shown to have no 
effect. There are some changes in amide 2 (1500 to 1600 cm-1) but this was attributed to 
differences in film geometry.

	 In order to counter this lipid loss, negative charge was added to the system. 
DOPCDOPS (9:1 PC:PS) was tested for stability at P:L of 1:2, 1:4 and 1:6 (Figures 8 A, B and 
C, respectively). The system still displayed lipid loss over time, as seen by a decrease in 
amplitude of the glycerol-backbone ester bond peak (between 1800 cm-1 and 1700 cm-1). 

	 The next hypothesis was that headgroups change the geometry of the lipids, where PC 
headgroups with unsaturated tails are more cylindrical, PE headgroups with unsaturated tails 
have a more conical shape where the base (acyl tails) is larger than the surface (headgroup). So 
smaller headgroups were chosen, which were also closer to a gram-negative native in vivo 
membrane, PE and PG headgroups. The PE headgroups are zwitterionic and make up most of 
a native E. coli inner membrane by 75 mol % when grown at 37ºC [1]. PG headgroups are 
negatively charged, and make up 19 mol % of a native E. coli inner membrane [1], and the last 
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Figure 8: Stability of different GPR membrane systems using DOPCDOPS (9:1) over several days. (A) 
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member of E. coli inner membranes is cardiolipin (6 mol%), which is made up of 2 PG lipids 
attached at the glycerol, has 4 acyl tails, and is sometimes called DPG [1]. Other gram-negative 
bacteria have other headgroups mixed in with these, but the ones listed tend to take up the 
largest proportions under typical culturing conditions. These headgroups can be attached to 
tails of length 12 to 18 carbons, with an approximate split of 50/50 of unsaturated to saturated 
tails when grown at 37ºC. The most common tails tend to be 16:0 and 18:1. The chosen lipids 
were DOPE and DOPG, since we wanted a membrane that had a large enough length 
difference to study hydrophobic mismatch and had fluid properties under NMR experimental 
conditions. The experiments began with testing a headgroup ratio similar to our control, which 
is DOPE:DOPG at a 9:1 ratio (w/w), as seen in Figures 9 A, B and C. While P:L (w/w) of 1:2 and 
1:4 produced systems that showed no lipid loss over time (stable), P:L of 1:6 lost lipid, but 
eventually stabilized after 4 days. None of these systems were able to obtain the expected P:L 
given the starting conditions of the reconstitution protocol.


	 Different ratios of zwitterionic:negative (PE:PG) headgroups were tested to obtain the 
correct P:L as seen in Figure 10 A, B and C. The 8:2 (PE:PG) and 7:3 (PE:PG) systems 
eventually stabilized (8:2 (PE:PG) stabilized after 7 days, 7:3 (PE:PG) stabilized after 5 days); 
however, only 7:3 (PE:PG) was able to obtain the expected P:L. The 6:4 (PE:PG) system was 
able to obtain the correct P:L but did not stabilize during the length of the experiment. The 7:3 
(PE:PG) system of DOPE:DOPG was tested again for stability at different P:L (w/w), where 1:2 
and 1:4 were stable, and 1:6 was not. The 7:3 DOPE:DOPG system at a P:L of 1:2 (w/w) was 
chosen for further experiments.  

	 Table 1 provides a synopsis for the lipids used in these experiments, whether the 
protocol was able to achieve the expected P:L, and whether that system was stable over time. 
The eventual stabilization of some of the protein-lipid systems were attributed to protein 
rearrangement to more favourable conditions, most likely shifting the ratio of PE:PG in the 
annulus to be closer to the ideal around 7:3 (PE:PG).
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Figure 9: Stability of different GPR membrane systems using DOPE:DOPG (9:1) over time. (A) 
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Table 1: Synopsis Table. Each lipid GPR system tested, along with whether it could obtain the correct 
P:L, and whether the system was found to be stable over time. 

Lipid Headgroups Lipid Tails Proper P:L Stable

9:1 PC/PA 14:0 Yes Yes

E. coli total extracts Variable Yes Not tested

PC 16:1 No No

PC 18:1 No No

PC 20:1 No No

9:1 PC/PS 18:1 No No

9:1 PE/PG 18:1 No Yes

8:2 PE/PG 18:1 No Yes

7:3 PE/PG 18:1 Yes Yes

6:4 PE/PG 18:1 Yes No

C

BA

Figure 10: Stability of different GPR membrane systems using DOPE:DOPG at different ratios of 
PE:PG over 13 days. (A) GPR reconstituted at 8:2 PE:PG. (B) GPR reconstituted at 7:3 PE:PG. (C) GPR 
reconstituted at 6:4 PE:PG.
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3.2 Titration Curve


	 The ratio of protonated state to deprotonated state of D97 in PR can be monitored 
spectroscopically using the retinal optical absorption band [11]. The results for the titration of 
D97 can be seen in Figure 11. The pKa is the pH at which there is a 50:50 split of protonated 
and deprotonated form of the protein. The fitted curves show a difference in pKa of about 1 pH 
unit. There is also a difference in the absorption wavelength of the acid form of GPR, where the 
DOPE:DOPG is red shifted as seen in Figure 12. The decrease in pKa indicates that more of the 
GPR in DMPC:DMPA is in the functional basic form at physiological pH (intracellular pH 
6.8-7.4, ocean pH average 8.2, periplasm pH unknown), compared to GPR in DOPE:DOPG.
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GPR in these different membrane systems. 









3.3 Laser Spectroscopy Photocycle Experiment


	 The photocycle of rhodopsins can be used to characterize them, and has been used in 
the past to determine functionality of PR in E. coli by comparing to the photocycle found in 
ocean samples [21]. Any change in the photocycle would indicate a functional change in the 
protein, which would be further evidence of the effect of membrane properties on the function 
of PR. Laser spectroscopy was conducted at pH 9 on the DMPC:DMPA reconstituted GPR gel 
sample used in the titration curve experiments at wavelengths of 500 nm, 400 nm, 600 nm, and 
640 nm corresponding to the absorption of mixtures of GPR intermediates, and the 
disappearance of the dark state, as seen in Figure 13 A. The process was repeated with GPR 
reconstituted into 7:3 DOPE:DOPG at a P:L of 1:2 (w/w) (Figure 13 B). The photocycle of both 
samples were compared as seen in Figure 14.

	 There is an increase in amplitude for the K intermediate (600 nm) in DOPE:DOPG 
compared to DMPC:DMPA as seen in Figure 15. There is also a decrease in amplitude in the M 
intermediate (400 nm) (Figure 15). The overall turnover (500 nm) of the sample is slightly faster 
in DOPE:DOPG compared to DMPC:DMPA; however, is it not large enough to be significant. 

	 The changes in the K and M amplitudes are consistent with the titration curve data. The 
M intermediate is directly proportional to the protonation of D97, and this transition cannot 
occur if D97 is not in the basic form. The K intermediate has been shown to be related to the 
amount of acidic form (both basic and acidic form produce K but the acidic cycle is dominated 
by it), and these two forms are always in equilibrium. So a shift in one, results in a 
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Figure 12: Absorption Spectra of GPR in in DMPC:DMPA (9:1) (Green) and DOPE:DOPG (7:3) (Purple) 
at 1:2 P:L at pH 5.5 (A) and pH 9 (B).
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corresponding shift in the other. While the titration curves suggest that concentration of the 
basic forms at pH 9 should be the same in both samples, the photocycle kinetics show that the 
extent of Schiff base deprotonation (M amplitude) is significantly lower in DOPE:DOPG, arguing 
for lower fraction of active PR.
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3.4 Oligomerization State Experiment

	 A Blue-native PAGE gel (BN-PAGE) was run as described [2] in an attempt to determine 
the oligomerization state of the GPR in the DMPC:DMPA and DOPE:DOPG membrane 
systems. A BN-PAGE gel uses mild detergent in a delicate balance that is different for each 
protein, and is sometimes successful in isolating proteins in their oligomeric states. This was 
shown to be effective for GPR in a paper by Maciejko et al (2015) [3] in displaying the different 
oligomeric states, and the authors were able to isolate distinctly more pentamers than 
hexamers in GPR reconstituted in DMPC:DMPA, and obtained a more even split of hexamers 
and pentamers when reconstituted in DOPC while using dialysis. The paper suggests that 
different lipids result in different oligomeric states of GPR; however, our results show that they 
only tested one stable membrane system. The results of our attempt are shown in Figure 16. 
Our results show the GPR in DMPC:DMPA shows a potentially larger amount of pentamers 
compared to hexamers, as well as some dimers, which is comparable to the results by 
Maciejko et al (2015) [3]. The GPR in DOPE:DOPG however is less conclusive because of the 
broadened lines. There is some indication of both hexamers and pentamers, as well as some 
trimers, but they are too broad to be compared. Solubilized GPR shows all oligomeric forms 
(Hexamers, pentamers, trimers, dimers, monomers). It is unknown if oligomerization is the 
mechanism of the lipids’ effect on GPR, based on this experiment.
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Figure 16: BN-PAGE gel of GPR in different reconstitution states. From left to right, Marker, GPR in 
DMPC:DMPA (9:1), GPR in DOPE:DOPG (7:3), GPR solubilized, and GPR solubilized at half concentration. 
The soluble marker molecular weights are known not to reflect the actual weights of membrane proteins, 
but the oligomers of PR could be distinguished based on comparison to known trimeric rhodopsin, ASR 
(not shown).
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3.5 Discussion


	 At first glance, this data is confusing, since it challenges several facts that were once 
believed to be true: Proteorhodopsin’s function is not affected by membrane properties [10], 
and proteorhodopsin does not prefer certain lipids over others for function [10]. The added 
challenge is that GPR is from a bacterial group that has never been cultured, known as SAR86, 
and therefore has never been seen in its native environment. However, there are some ideas 
that can be pulled from related literature that can explain the results.


	 The unstable membrane systems can be explained by protein rearrangement and 
exclusion of lipid on a timescale of days. Whether this effect extends to other membrane 
proteins is unknown. This result is not completely unexpected, as PR has been shown to make 
small 2D crystals depending on the protein to lipid ratio in DOPC membranes [14]. Also, 
Kelemen et al. (2003) [13] studied 21 variants of PR and found that the localization patterns of 
PR at high expression levels in E. coli were “punctate” or in small clusters, but at low 
expression levels PR showed dispersive localization patterns in all areas except the poles. 
Given that the lipid organization is heterogeneous in vivo (either in E. coli or in other bacterial 
systems), and patterns of localization are attributed to membrane properties in those areas 
[13], it can be safe to assume that the diffusive pattern is a protein-membrane system that can 
support all the PR present, where the punctate pattern occurs when favourable lipids are not at 
high enough concentration to support the higher expression levels, and therefore the protein 
aggregates in the membrane. The interesting outcome of the Membrane System Stability 
Experiments is the determination of which membranes were stable over time, as these are 
lipids that are more likely to be able to support high concentration of PR, and are more likely to 
be favoured by PR in vivo, either in live E. coli or in the native organism. It is possible that these 
membrane systems are biologically relevant to the bacteria where GPR resides. 


	 As discussed in Chapter 1, marine bacteria are known for being in a starvation state, 
and GPR comes from a marine species cluster known as SAR86 [15]. If one looks deeper into 
the membrane property changes associated with starvation state in a wide range of bacteria, 
the data, when compared to a well-fed bacterial membrane, shows a decrease in 18:1 fatty 
acids, an increase in 14:0 fatty acids, a decrease in PE headgroups and a decrease in overall 
negative charge, in a wide variety of species from different environments, suggesting a shared 
mechanism for combatting starvation [5][6][7][8]. Most Gram-negative species have other 
uncharged headgroups that can be switched out for PE and PG, such as PC, which accounts 
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for the seeming contradiction of decreased PE and decreased charge. If we compare this to 
the difference in the two stable membrane systems found in our experiments, they almost 
completely match. If you take DOPE:DOPG (7:3 w/w) as a well-fed membrane composition, 
then the transition from it to DMPC:DMPA (9:1 w/w) are: a decrease is 18:1, an increase in 
14:0, a decrease in the number of PE headgroups, and a decrease in negative charge. This 
suggests that the transition from well-fed to starvation state may be influencing the function of 
GPR in a biologically relevant manner. This is also consistent with the idea that PR helps 
generate energy in times of carbon starvation [4], and therefore would more likely be activated 
when it is needed to generate energy, and deactivated when there is enough energy for the cell 
to function properly, which would be required to maintain a pH range where proteins in the 
periplasm may function optimally. This would provide a second level of regulation to 
complement the slower expression level management. 

	 This idea extends to the titration curve, and the photocycle experiments, where the 
more activated form is in the DMPC:DMPA system. More of the GPR in this membrane system 
is in the activated basic form compared to that found in DOPE:DOPG. At the very least, the 
difference in ratio between the acidic and basic forms shows that there is some effect of 
membrane properties on GPR. Several groups have done studies on the H75 by mutation, as 
this residue is not conserved in other rhodopsins such as BR [11][12]. Mutating this site to Asn, 
causes a pKa to shift closer to the that found in BR [12]. Another group [11] found a similar 
titration result when removing H75 from GPR by mutation, where the solubilized protein 
showed a decrease in pKa to about 6.7 in the H75M mutant, compared to the wild type that 
has a pKa of 7.5. The study [11] found that this histidine was implicated in regulation of D97 by 
forming an H-bond, thus increasing the pKa to its unusually high value compared to other 
rhodopsins. When H75 was removed, the pKa dropped. This could implicate H75 and the 
involved proton acceptor as a possible location for structural change in GPR.

	 The BN-PAGE experiment was an attempt to explore whether oligomerization was the 
cause of this regulatory difference between the PR in the two systems, as H75 is both H-
bonded to D97, and is an oligomeric contact [11]. It is hypothesized that the change in 
oligomerization could change the distance between H75 and D97, which would change the 
pKa of D97, as these residues interact. This experiment was inconclusive, and therefore 
provides no evidence whether this hypothesis is correct.  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3.6 NMR

3.6.1 3D Experiments


	 As described in Chapter 2, chemical shifts are sensitive to structural and environmental 
changes in proteins. The CANCO experiment is a 3D experiment that utilizes heteronuclear 
recoupling to correlate backbone nuclei. It results in better S:N and resolution than other 3D 
experiments, but it results in a single peak per residue, and does not show any detail of the 
side chains. The experiment is ideal for general changes in secondary structure, as well as 
general backbone rearrangements, and was chosen because it would allow identification of 
general changes associated with hydrophobic mismatch. 	 


	 The CANCO experiment was conducted on the Uniformly 13C and 15N (UCN) labeled 
GPR sample reconstituted at a P:L of 1:2 (w/w) in both DMPC:DMPA and DOPE:DOPG 
membrane systems. Due to user error, the DOPE:DOPG sample was only ~80% 13C-labeled, 
but despite the lower labeling, sufficient signal was obtained through addition of several 
spectra. Due to technical problems, the DMPC:DMPA CANCO experiment was conducted on 
the 800 MHz Bruker spectrometer, and the DOPE:DOPG CANCO experiment was conducted 
on the 600 MHz spectrometer. Of the 255 residues in GPR, 156 peak assignments for CANCO 
spectra have been previously determined for identification of CANCO peaks [17]. Of these, 121 
could be reassigned in the DMPC:DMPA spectra at 1:2 P:L (w/w), and 63 could be reassigned 
in DOPE:DOPG spectra at 1:2 P:L (w/w). These two spectra share 58 peaks. Figure 17 shows 
several residues with chemical shift difference between the two below +-0.1 ppm, indicating 
proper processing and referencing. The chemical shifts perturbations can be seen in Figures 
18, 19, 20. The assignments for GPR were collected from DMPC:DMPA at a P:L of 2:1 (w/w) 
(termed here as Assignments), and therefore the change in P:L to 1:2 (w/w) in DOPE:DOPG 
(termed here simply as DOPEDOPG) was accounted for with the DMPC:DMPA sample at 1:2 
(w/w) (termed here as simply DMPCDMPA).
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Figure 18: Ca chemical shift differences between: (A) Assignments - DMPCDMPA, (B) Assignments - 
DOPEDOPG, (C) DMPCDMPA - DOPEDOPG.
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	 Resulting Ca and CO shifts suggest no structural changes in or around observable 
residues. The lack of Ca and CO shifts suggests changes that result in the observed pKa 
difference are likely subtle and local. Figure 21 shows examples of peaks with changes to their 
nitrogen chemical shift perturbations greater than 0.8 ppm.  Nitrogen shift perturbations greater 
than 0.8 ppm were observed for residues G30, T37, A38, C107, Y200, and G203, which could 
be an indication of either environmental differences near these residues or changes in 
backbone hydrogen bonding. These residues can be seen on a PR structure in Figure 22. No 
nitrogen shifts could be correlated with CO  shifts of hydrogen bonded residues, due to scarcity 
of data; therefore, it is indeterminable whether the shift is caused by a change in backbone 
hydrogen bonding, or local environmental changes.  
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	 G30 and T37 flank an important oligomeric contact, W34, that interacts with H75 of the 
neighbouring monomer [18]. H75 is known to be both an oligomeric contact and regulate the 
pKa of D97 [18], suggesting oligomerization as a possible mechanism for this difference in pKa. 
Y200 hydrogen bonds to D227, both of which are involved in the counter-ion complex together 
with D97 and H75, as seen in Figure 23. G203 is in close proximity to Y200. There are no 
known interesting properties about C107 that can link it to the other residues.
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Figure 20: Nitrogen chemical shift differences between: (A) Assignments - DMPCDMPA, (B) 
Assignments and DOPEDOPG, (C) DMPCDMPA - DOPEDOPG.
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Figure 21: Examples of large nitrogen chemical shifts between GPR in DMPCDMPA (9:1. (w/w)) at 1:2 
(w/w)  P:L (RED) and GPR in DOPEDOPG (7:3 (w/w)) at 1:2 (w/w)  P:L (BLACK). Contour Multiplication 
factor: 1.1 for all spectra. G203 specifics: DMPCDMPA CO plane: 177.969. Cut to 4 sigma. DOPEDOPG 
CO plane: 178.131, cut to 5 sigma. Y200 specifics: DMPCDMPA CO plane: 174.972. Cut to 4 sigma. 
DOPEDOPG CO plane: 175.400 Cut to 4 sigma. G30 specifics: DMPCDMPA CO plane: 176.095. Cut to 4 
sigma. DOPEDOPG CO plane: 176.273 Cut to 5 sigma. T37 specifics: DMPCDMPA CO plane: 176.757. Cut 
to 3.3 sigma. DOPEDOPG CO plane: 177.284 Cut to 5 sigma. 
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Figure 22: Structure of BPR where homologous residues with chemical shift differences larger 
than 0.8 ppm are highlighted in red and labeled. PDB ID: 4KLY. Molecular graphics were created 
with the UCSF Chimera package [22].
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Figure 23: Representation of the counter-ion complex in Proteorhodopsin, including the 
intermonomer H-bond between H75 and W34. 



3.6.2 Secondary Structure Investigation


	 Chemical shifts can be correlated with secondary structure by comparing  shifts to 
random coil assignments or Cb shifts for each type of residue [17][20]. This procedure was 
conducted on assignments pulled from the the CANCO experiments from the two samples, 
DMPCDMPA and DOPEDOPG. The results are shown below in Figure 24. Less residues could 
be evaluated in DOPEDOPG due to the greater linewidth and heavy overlap of the peaks, 
resulting in the decrease in data in Figure 24 B compared to A. There are no secondary 
structural differences between the two sets as indicated by the fact that shared residues show 
no drastic changes from alpha helix (positive) to beta sheet (negative), or from alpha helix to 
random coil (around zero).
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Figure 24: Secondary structural analysis using Ca shifts compared to Random coil values from BMRB. (A) 
Ca shifts found in DMPCDMPA (9:1 (w/w)) at 1:2 P:L (w/w). (B) Ca shifts found in DOPEDOPG (7:3 (w/w)) at 1:2 
P:L (w/w).
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3.6.3 NMR Discussion


	 No mechanisms for changes in protonation state were found due to the low number of 
peaks that could be assigned between the two spectra. It is unreasonable to assume that the 
lack of change in the spectra is due to lack of difference in the samples because only ~22% 
coverage of the backbone could be identified. Nitrogen chemical shift differences suggest the 
involvement of the counter-ion complex, depicted in Figure 23, as residues that shift either 
flank residues involved or are involved in this complex, with the exception of C107. This 
complex is involved directly in the function of PR, as well as in oligomerization, and could be 
an ideal location for future studies. Technical problems with the experiments resulted in data 
that could not be completely extracted, such as the inability to compare peak intensities and 
the inability to identify peaks with large chemical shifts. Further experimentation is required 
before the mechanism of the pKa shift can be found using SSNMR.
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4.1 Conclusions

	 While the structural mechanism has not yet been proven, this study still presents strong 
evidence that membrane properties regulate proteorhodopsin function in the membrane, and 
gives interesting avenues for further investigation. The loss of lipids that are unsuitable for PR 
was a surprise, as this had never been seen before, but does lend itself to the 2D crystallization 
of PR when over-expressed in vivo, where PR self-arranges in the membrane. This study was 
able to discover membrane systems that are stable when combined with PR. The shift in pKa is 
evidence of functional changes attributed to the difference in membrane properties. This 
evidence is consistent with studies done on the starvation state in bacteria, information known 
about marine bacteria, and data known about functionality of PR in vivo. This information links 
starvation state membrane properties with functionality of PR. It also explains why NMR 
studies of PR in DMPC:DMPA show such favourable NMR spectral qualities, such as high 
signal to noise ratio and narrow linewidth, despite containing lipids not found in E. coli. 

	 Given that structure begets function, it is safe to assume that any functional changes 
will have a corresponding structural change. Even though the BN-PAGE gel and the NMR 
studies were inconclusive, they do point to possible avenues of future study. While most 
observable chemical shifts have minimal perturbation, residues with assignments that had 
nitrogen shifts are involved directly in, or flank, residues involved in the counter-ion complex 
(W34, H75, D227, Y200, and D97), with C107 as an exception. This indicates some sort of 
change near these residues, most likely a change in local electronic environment. This complex 
is directly involved in control of the pKa and PR function, and parts of it are implicated in 
oligomerization. Therefore, future studies could use these residues as a starting point for study 
design. 
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4.2 Future Work

	 The NMR study done here has information that require further NMR studies to extract 
the full information. For instance, there are peaks with large chemical shifts that could not be 
identified as well as several possible new peaks that require assignment. CANCO information 
could be complemented by an experiment that involves side chains. This new information 
would not only be able to identify changes in side-chains, but will also be able to identify large 
chemical shifts in the CANCO by combining information from multiple peaks. Partial 
reassignment of all residues may even identify new assignments that were not observable 
previously due to flexibility in those regions that may be restricted in the new sample through 
bonding or hydrophobic interactions. 

	 If this experiment is redone using complete 13C-labeling and using the same 
spectrometer for both samples, then intensities of the peaks could be compared. It was noted 
during analysis that most of the peaks have similar intensities, with the ratios between peaks in 
the two samples mostly lying between 0.7 and 1.3. But there were notable exceptions, such as 
some of the peaks that showed nitrogen shifts, and these exceptions could not be compared 
reliably due to differences in labeling efficiency and the fact that the spectra were measured on 
different spectrometers. Redoing this experiment could allow for these intensity changes to be 
verified. 

	 More studies into starvation state in marine bacteria related to SAR86 may also be 
worthwhile. There are two assumptions made in our discussion of starvation state: that SAR86 
species are likely to be in starvation state for a significant amount of their life because marine 
bacteria have this property; and that this starvation state takes the form discussed, because of 
the wide variety of species from the wide range of environments that have been studied that 
have similar starvation states. However, there is no direct evidence that the starvation state of 
other studied bacteria is similar to the starvation state of a marine bacteria related to the 
SAR86 cluster. While this study seems to be evidence that this is indeed true, without further 
data on starvation state, it is a theory, not fact. More microbiology studies into the starvation 
state of related marine bacteria would complement the data in this study, however our lab is 
not equipped to do these studies. 

	 Other experiments for proving functional change of PR under different membrane 
conditions could include additional functional assays. For example, PR could be reconstituted 
with an indicator that changes colour or fluoresces with a change in pH, which has been used 
by our group in the past to monitor proton pumping function by comparing inside pH to 
outside pH over time when exposed to light. This method could be used to prove once and for 
all that starvation membrane properties play a role in PR function. 
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